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Abstract

To account for successive evolution of nuclear power plants emergency operation, EDF had several 
times to review PHRA methodologies. It was particularly the case when event-based procedures were 
left behind to the benefit of state-based procedures. A more recent updating was necessary to get 
pieces of information on the new unit type N4 safety. The extent of changes in operation for this unit 
type (especially the computerization of both the control room and the procedures) required to deeply 
rethink existing PHRA methods. It also seemed necessary to - more explicitly than in the past - base 
the design of methods on concepts evolved in human sciences.

These are the main ambitions of the project named MERMOS that started in 1996.

The design effort for a new PHRA method is carried out by a multidisciplinary team involving 
reliability engineers, psychologists and ergonomists. An independent expert is in charge of project 
review.

The method, considered as the analysis tool dedicated to PHRA analysts, is one of the two outcomes 
of the project. The other one is the formalization of the design approach for the method, aimed at a 
good appropriation of the method by the analysts. EDF’s specificity in the field of PHRA and more 
generally PSA is that the method isn’t used by the designers but by analysts. Keeping track of the 
approach is also meant to guarantee its transposition to other EDF unit types such as 900 or 1300 Mw 
PWR.

The PHRA method is based upon a model of emergency operation called « SAD model ». The 
formalization effort of the design approach lead to clarify and justify it. The model describes and 
explains both functioning and dysfunctioning of emergency operation in PSA scenarios. It combines a 
systemic approach and what is called distributed cognition in cognitive sciences. Collective aspects 
are considered as an important feature in explaining phenomena under study in operation 
dysfunctioning.

The PHRA method is to be operational early next year (1998). Preliminary validation tests were 
performed quite early in the design process. These tests will set the grounds for the presentation of 
examples of the application of the method.



MERMOS project motivations

France’s' 56 Nuclear Power Plants are one of the three unit types : 900 MW, 1300 MW, N4 
PWR. EDF has developed one specific PSA method for each unit type to evaluate the safety 
level of all the French NPPs, to help optimize their operation, and to improve design for future 
NPPs. As part of PSA methods, EDF has developed HRA methods (called Probabilistic HRA 
or PHRA instead), that take into account the specific unit type features, emergency operating 
procedures, and prescribed organization. Since the N4 unit type is quite different than the two 
other unit types, especially with respect to operation (e.g. computerized control room and 
generalized state-based procedures), a new PHRA methodology needed to be developed. This 
project gave us the opportunity of integrating into the method operation crew behavior in 
emergencies.

French operation crews are made up of two operators, a supervisor and a safety engineer. One 
operator controls the primary system while the other one controls the secondary system. The 
supervisor is in charge of monitoring the actions performed by the two operators. The safety 
engineer is supposed to strengthen redundancy. Each member has a specific procedure at his 
disposal. Those procedures are computerized for both the operators and the supervisor. This 
organization aims at generating redundancy on several levels, in addition to double checks. 
Each operator has access to specific information and develops his own a particular view on 
the event. Diverging views create the opportunity to have collective exchanges on how to 
cope with the accident. In this context, coordination within the crew plays a crucial role in 
emergency operation. Therefore, it was necessary to make efforts to better account for the 
activities all the members are actually involved in. What we observed on full-scope simulator 
pointed out the influence of collective aspects in emergency operation.

In the same spirit, concentrating the analysis on the mere gap between each member’s 
observed actions and prescribed actions didn’t appear to be satisfying to study the failure of 
human factor missions1. As a matter of fact, elementary failures such as giving a wrong 
answer to a test are not enough to explain the failure of the mission itself. First of all, with the 
computerized system, very few errors of this type can be made. Among its features, the 
computerized system monitors the path the operators choose through the procedures. 
Moreover, most of these errors are recovered before there is any consequence on the safety of 
the plant. Therefore, it seemed that the accurate unit of analyses is the failure of the human 
factor mission rather than the elementary failure defined as an « error » in going through the 
procedure. There is no doubt that the crew operates in a consistent way, and we had to better 
account for this positive aspect in the method through a model of emergency operation 
developed for the purpose.

The need for an improved model also was reinforced by our knowledge of real accidents that 
occurred in different industrial fields, and by the absence of failures of human factor missions 
during simulator tests due to the improvements of the system itself as well as of the 
procedures [2],

1 We call human factor missions the set of macro-actions the crew has to carry out in order to maintain or restore 
safety functions.
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At least, since PHRA methods may have to be developed or updated at EDF in the future, the 
qualitative model of emergency operation and of human factor missions failure had to be 
explicit and explained somewhere.

Also, development of PHRA method provides the opportunity to better take recent results in 
human sciences into account, leading to the formation of a multidisciplinary research team 
that consists of engineers and human sciences experts.

Those were the former motivations of the MERMOS project that started two years ago. The 
first reflections pointed out limits that had to be passed beyond. It appeared that only a change 
of point of view could make it possible. The more adequate point of view that has been 
adopted by MERMOS team is then described as well as the results it lead to.

Limits to get over

As it has been suggested previously, collective exchanges are crucial in emergency operation, 
especially with the computerized control room and procedures. Therefore, considering each 
crew member individually, as it used to be done more or less so far, was a limit for the 
analysis to be realistic. What had been observed on simulator revealed the need to consider 
the crew as a whole. Since each operator was mostly taken into account through the 
application of his procedure, it was impossible to extend this approach to the whole crew : the 
crew doesn’t have just one procedure, but rather four different procedures, and applying them 
is not the actual team work. Moreover, it appears all the more obvious that one can not reduce 
real activity to going through a procedure because a crew is made up of several members 
interacting frequently even if it is not prescribed. So, to account for the collective extent of 
emergency operation, we had to find another way to manage to handle the crew as a whole 
rather than as the juxtaposition of its members.

When using previous PHRA methods, the performance of a human factor mission was 
analyzed through the review of a single procedure. Since the whole crew is actually involved 
in coping with the accident, scrutinizing what we could call elementary failures , that is single 
operator failures in going through his individual procedure, appeared not to be the most 
efficient way to infer what occurred at a collective level.

This unit of analysis -elementary failures- was consistent with the point of view in the 
previous method. Some of these failures still occur on simulator even though they are much 
less numerous than before with the computerized control room. Nevertheless, we hardly 
observe accidents on simulator due to these kinds of « errors ». Most of them are recovered 
both by the operator himself, another crew member, state-based procedures design, or the 
computerized system design. Some of them even don’t have any consequence on safety. Since 
these elementary failures eventually have no direct consequence on the success or failure of 
the human factor mission, and in any case aren’t enough to explain it, a better unit of analysis 
may be defined. Maybe, there is no need to breakdown the human factor mission into such 
detailed units as elementary failures to characterize its success or failure.

Since a great part of the crew members actual performance is not written in any procedure, 
another reference than the procedures (more generally what is prescribed) had to be chosen. 
As a matter of fact, operators exchange information with each other, discuss decisions or take



initiatives in coping with the accident that have a great influence on operation. Moreover, 
there are aspects that are not included in the procedures at all. For example, there is no 
indication about how quickly the operators should go through their procedures, although time 
is one of the strongest influencing factors on the outcome of a human factor mission, since 
success or failure definition include a time criterion. The management of time is mainly 
devolved on both the supervisor and the safety engineer. With all these ideas in mind, the 
need for a change of reference to carry out human reliability analyses became obvious. We 
had to go beyond scrutinizing the application of emergency operation procedures.

These were the major difficulties we came up against with the underlying explanatory models 
used in previous methods. It became necessary to reconsider the importance of human errors 
in the explanation of mission failures, and to go beyond an individual and negative view of 
operation activity leading to the failure of a mission.

A change of explanatory framework and more generally o f point of view on emergency 
operation was proved necessary. What other conception of failure did we have to substitute 
for it ?

Another view on emergency operation

Our knowledge on accidents in real or simulated situations brought out a few convictions 
about what was to be done :
•  emergency operation -even if leading to a failure- should be considered in a positive way,
• operation activity should be considered as a collective phenomenon,
• time and organization should be integrated in missions failures explanatory schemes.

The modeling work that has been done for the MERMOS project essentially consisted in 
introducing these various considerations in our explanatory scheme of the failure of a mission.

The positive feature of operators activity

About TMI accident, Llory [3] tells us : « the operators thought of the possibility of an 
accident many times, but they diverted this eventuality because they had good reasons, for 
that » (it is underlined by the author himself). Shouldn’t we concentrate on the search of the 
good reasons the operators had not to cope with the accident that was going on ? This trend 
leads to giving up, or at least, considering alternatives explanations of failures as being based 
on deviations or wrong behavior.

The role played by organization

Many studies point out organizational problems in the origin of disastrous industrial accidents 
(e.g. Challenger shuttle, crash of a Boeing 737 of Florida Airlines in the Potomac river in 
1982, Bohpal catastrophe, Piper-Alpha accident...) [3,4,5,6,7, 8],
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This aspect of the situation is often dealt with through the communications between the 
members of a crew.

Organizations can not be reduced at the mere aspect of communication even though it is 
definitely important. Organization includes both « hard » and « soft » aspects, static and 
dynamic aspects, coordination and cooperation. In this spirit, organization corresponds to a 
distribution of « tasks » between crew members and between man and machine. This 
distribution may be final or revised according to the contexts.

In EDF’s use of the term, « organization » distributes operating tasks between men and 
machines (including computerized procedures). On this static distribution of tasks and roles is 
superposed a more dynamic organization : the latter, « opportunist » and informal is generated 
by men’s activity in situation. How can the impact of this organization on the efficiency of 
emergency operation be assessed ?

Man, machine, context, organization : competitive views on emergency 
operation

What is emergency operation in a nuclear power plant ?

Several views are possible. A classical one is a view in which only man -man in the control 
room, that is the operator- acts in order to perform the mission. A different conception can be 
championed, that considers that technical elements and organization act as well as man 
(operator) in this process. This idea of modes of performance of human factor missions 
enables us to better deal with technical, organizational and strictly human components of 
emergency operation since we don’t have to dissociate them. This approach of operation has 
the advantage of knowledge advances in the fields of organization sciences and cognitive 
psychology (distributed cognition) [9]. It appeared particularly suitable to adapt an HRA 
method to the specificity of the new N4 unit type.

A new explanatory scheme for failures of human factor missions

Integrating, as we do, organization into the explanatory scheme for failures of missions leads 
to proposing an alternative method to those that base identification of failures upon the search 
for difficulties in performing required actions (including diagnosis) during accident.

In these methods, study of failures tends to search for the conditions that could « force » the 
operator into failing functioning modes : in other words, the conditions either restrict the 
operator’s response capabilities or are excessive in comparison with the operator’s limited 
capacities.
It is easily observable that the organization adopted by a crew in a man-machine system 
doesn’t depend on functioning limits of the operators considered individually. Other factors 
characterizing the situation, more collective, cultural, contextual or historical have an 
influence.



To get rid of the individual view of emergency operation, we first had to define in an abstract 
way the system in charge of the performance of human factor missions. To do that, it 
appeared necessary to have recourse to a functional approach, which we did. An important 
result of the developement of MERMOS method is the definition of this system we named 
«Emergency operation system». The rest of the work consisted of designing a model 
representing the functioning of this system. This latter model is named « SAD » for 
« Strategy, Action, Diagnosis ». These are the three functions composing the system. They all 
interact with each other as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 : Functional description of the system in charge of 
performing human factor missions.

We also introduced the notion of CICA -Caractéristiques Importantes de la Conduite 
Accidentelles, that is, important features of emergency operation- in order to describe the 
functioning of this system throughout time. Through CICAs, the organization of the operation 
system is described throughout time. It corresponds to the « evolving » organization of the 
system.

Organization is considered both in its static shape and in its dynamic shape : as a result of 
action of each participant in the system that structures in its turn participants’ action ... The 
purpose is to describe the arrangements and rearrangements occurring within the system 
during the accident.

This focus on organization results from the fact that operating is above all the work of a 
collective system. The latter needs to get organized in order to work together. The phenomena 
we are interested in take place on a backdrop of prescribed organization. This latter form of 
organization can be described in terms of roles, fields of responsibility and so on. More 
adaptable terms are needed to express dynamic aspects of organization. Therefore, notions as 
« positioning », « delegation », « arrangements »,..., are used.

Thus, there are two descriptions of the functioning of the system : a functional description and 
a behavioral description as it is shown in figure 2.



Emergency operation 
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Figure 2 : Various approaches for the functioning of the system

Significant progresses

At this point in the project, it is possible to point out a few aspects of MERMOS method that 
seem convincing, even though more data collecting and validation work still have to be 
carried on to completely finalize the method.

Another view on «  human error »
Shifting the HRA point of view on operation, as explained previously, leads to establishing 
that there is no need to assume that cognitive failure mechanisms at an individual level are the 
major elements generating failure of a human factor mission. If necessary, an operator’s errors 
will be taken into account as contextual features embedded in a situation, rather than as 
decisive elements per se. These isolated errors are not from the same explanatory nature as 
consistent and positive modes of organization within the crew (i.e. CICAs). The latter result in 
failure only in very specific situations we will try to assess the probability of occurrence of, 
but they would lead to success in slightly different situations.

For example, let us consider the opportunity fo r an operator to go through a 
procedure that would appear inadequate with respect to an a priori analysis o f  
prescribed operation. Two cases are examined : this action either results from a 
deliberate intention shared with the rest o f  the crew, or it occurs inadvertently 
without any decision or choice being able to explain it a t the level o f  the operation 
system.

•  In the f irs t case, what is searched fo r  are the justified motivations o f  the crew and 
how they can lead to a failure o f  the system : as a consequence, an answer to a 
test w on ’t be an explanatory element to failure. Instead, it will be an episode in a 
scenario generated by a consistent operation from  the crew explained by 
particular elements o f  the situation that will be searched for. In this case, the 
answer to the test won't be referred as an « error » since the operator had « good  
reasons » to act this way.
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• In the second case, there is no reasoned process from  the crew that can explain 
the opera tor’s choice. Therefore, this event will be considered as quite random, 
and assimilable to « careless error » (it will have a low probability o f  occurrence 
given French state-based computerized procedures design) : what is searched fo r  
is whether this event, combined with others (within the fram ework o f  studied  
accidental context), can lead to a dynamic and reasoned process from  the crew  
(i.e. CICAs) lasting in time up to failure. This notion o f  operator’s individual 
error w ill be considered as a factual data (it can fo r  example be systematically 
measured on simulator) : the fir s t approach fo r  HRA will consist in using 
statistics about these errors to assess the frequency o f  situations in which they 
occur. Understanding their origin results from a local objective o f  improvement o f  
interface or training.

Eventually, the concept of error will only be used for isolated events -at operator’s individual 
level- with minor consequences that can not exclusively explain a failure with respect to 
safety given all existing redundancies and recoveries. The use of the notion of human error 
being defined like that, another way, richer, seem to exist for predicting and understanding 
accidents. It places failure at the level of operation system failure centered on the crew rather 
than on individual.

A productive method

MERMOS method is designed as an indicative guidance for HRA analysts. It is not supposed 
to restrict his analysis, but rather to give him both a support in structuring data and the 
knowledge his has on cases to be studied, and a guide in discovering failure potentialities. On 
the one hand, the analysis of situations and CICAs observed in the simulator or during 
incidents will be carried on : the analyst will be asked to imagine what other elements of 
situation or other CICAs may give rise to a failure scenario corresponding to the failure of one 
of the three functions : Strategy, Action, Diagnosis. This inductive phase will give the 
opportunity to integrate and extrapolate feedback by deriving clues to discover failure modes. 
On the other hand, the mission functional requirements will be decomposed and stated 
according to Strategy, Action, Diagnosis functions : investigation of each of these functions 
failure modes (no function, damaged function) will provide, by deduction, indications to build 
failure scenarios by searching CICAs and elements of situations justifying these CICAs. What 
is most likely to happen is that the analyst should carry out analyses according to both those 
movements, in an iterative way. Their complementarity provides rich analyses that integrate 
both feedback from the field and « theoretical » analyses.

The description of each failure scenario is standardized, decomposing the explanation into 
isolated elements that can be observable (elements of the situation such as a failure of a 
captor, and CICA such as focusing on one point of operation), or that can be assessed by 
expert judgment. Each of these elements will have a non-negligible probability of occurrence. 
But the scenario assumes that they all exist simultaneously. So, it will be possible to 
determine the frequency of each element from simulator observation or surveys. Thus, data 
collection for quantification will be greatly determined by qualitative analysis o f detailed 
failure scenarios for each failure mode of SAD functions.
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Conclusion

At this point in the project, a first evaluation may be started : MERMOS method proposes a 
sensible evolution in comparison with EDF’s previous tools. Each discipline represented in 
MERMOS team brought complementary points of view and approaches that made it possible 
to take all the aspects of the problem in. Thus, resorting to requirements with respect to safety 
as a reference with the help of a functional approach appeared necessary both to go beyond a 
negative view of the operators based on human error, and to apprehend collective and 
dynamic aspects of operation. In MERMOS method, operation adopted by the crew in the 
control room is analyzed from a positive point of view, as following a logic that has to be 
pointed out. If these fundamental features seem essential, several questions still are to be 
answered in the present phase of refining of the method. Among these, one of the main 
question deals with feasibility of application. Isn’t the developed method too demanding 
towards the analyst ? Asking for a great amount of expertise may reduce opportunities to carry 
out HRA studies. Still, an HRA study carried out by an unexperimented analyst would 
challenge the validity of results. As a consequence, applying the method requires logically 
enough knowledge about emergency operation and HRA. Doesn’t the qualitative analysis 
required by the method go too far into details ? We would answer that this work also was 
required in the past, even though it wasn’t as structured as it has to be now. A formalized 
decomposition of qualitative analysis allows the analyst to keep 'track of analyses, identify 
critical points, and, eventually, to easily update those analyses, whether to adapt them to a 
similar subject, or to take modifications of the plant or procedures into account. The 
qualitative analysis meant to explain the failure of a human factor mission constitutes, thanks 
to its decomposition level as well as its structure, a rich source of qualitative information that 
goes beyond HRA purpose.

The design of MERMOS method will be ending in 1997. Its application to N4 PSA sequences 
will be starting in 1998. MERMOS team will help carrying out the first analyses, and will 
therefore be able to complete validation of the method. Parallel with carrying on with data 
collection, this validation is already in progress (e.g. two mission have already been analyzed 
with MERMOS method : completing feed-and-bleed after a loss of auxiliary feedwater 
system, and non stopping of safety injection pumps after a small LOCA). These cases will be 
useful as a basis for N4 analysts, and for shortly presenting an illustration of the method.
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